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hello!

I’m Alessandro, an experienced creative designer
inspired to work with incredible people
and incredible brands, for incredible projects.

My 20 years of expertise covers the entire product design process,
crafting creative and meaningful solutions across digital and branding.
My approach to every project is to dig deep. Understand. Research.
Live the whole experience, listening and learning the whole time.
I’m inspired by everything around me; constantly refining and improving,
constantly looking for a meaning on every project,
constantly exploring the endless possibilities of what can be achieved
to elevate the brand experiences, with an intuitive and creative response
to bridge the gap between people and products.
Great design is inspirational, and I truly love what I do.
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Pearson | Online store
UI | Responsive design system

A contemporary
e-commerce for
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publishing

A new Pearson’s higher education store
Pearson’s student store needed to reflect how education has moved into the 21st Century.
A new design experience and a simplified buying process were essential to compete with the
more popular e-commerce used by the students. Maintaining the value of the brand was a must,
as was introducing a more contemporary look capable of balancing the perception of leadership
and tradition, with the more modern and clean aesthetic required. Surfacing the right information,
we quickly identified the improvements to help students to find the right product, and complete
the purchase as quickly as possible.

Rethinking the design system
It was key for the new design to be flexible and responsive.
Starting from an existing library, we reimagined every component
based on the updated new visual, building a stronger foundation
for the brand.

Seamless cross platform experience
To move the brand forwards to a revitalised, fresher look, we
reshaped the visuals with a balanced use of the brand colour
scheme and typography, creating the right visual hierarchy
without overwhelming the user. The design elements, patterns
and components then flowed seamlessly between mobile and
desktop for an improved experience on every screen.

Pearson Store | Digital branding
UI Design

Re-imagining
the future of the
learning experience

A user-centred learning environmen
Pearson wanted to change the perception of their brand as
institution oriented company. We proposed a new strategic
direction for their online presence, with lifestyle and community
at its heart, creating a more meaningful connection at every level
of student life. Our concept offered a holistic approach to the
learning experience, with a shared online hub for more significant
interactions around every facet of student life, cementing
Pearson at the centre of the student experience.
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Driving the visual approach
Inspired by geometric perspectives of a book cover, a dynamic
diagonal line became a unique visual element, bringing
consistency throughout the visual components and screens.
Picking up the primary colours from the cover art, we created
a unique colour theme for the most relevant book titles, giving
each a recognisable identity throughout the navigation.
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Directing the design process
We led the design process with a clear and methodical approach,
building each element while still keeping sight of the overall
project aims. A comprehensive library of components was
created, using a bold and energetic visual language. The use of
imagery depicting authentic student life, more vibrant colours,
and bold typeface heightened the visual appeal to students,
capturing a sense of their wider lifestyle.
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Creating an experience
Through the new visual identity, Pearson embraced their user’s
needs positioning the students right at the centre of the online
experience, with a much wider reach and impact for the brand
through the student community.

Every element was crafted and combined in the layout to
ensure a consistent and intuitive interaction on every screen,
while maintaining a unique personality for each section

Vodafone CPS | Mobile App
UX & UI Design

Smart support
through smarter
design
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Streamlining a tailored experience
We were challenged to develop the end to end user journey to improve a cutting-edge insurance
claims process, dealing with multiple technological inputs and data streams. We focussed on
enhancing the most interesting feature, a Sentiment Analysis Recognition tool, prompted by the
embedded AI assistant. Steering the users towards a conversational interface, we developed a
personalised and intuitive support for customers in a moment of distress, delivering a seamless
experience to complete the claims process.

Assistance

Perceptive and thoughtful design
We approached the design to reflect the need for minimal user
interaction and distraction at a time of high stress. A pared back,
minimal design ethic set the tone for quick and easy decision
making, keeping the users’ heightened emotional state at the
heart of the visual experience.

Virtual assistance for personalised support
Optimised for voice recognition, the tool offered a perfect tailored
solution by detecting stress inflections and prompting the right
support to the users, looking after them precisely when they need
it, enhancing their app experience.

Visualising the end to end journey
Keeping users and their needs front of mind, we mapped out the
whole process. The clear and light typography and elements,
combined with the brand complementary colours, ensured an
effortless journey through each screen.

Vodafone IBN | Desktop Dashboard
UX & UI Design

Creating confidence
for unpredictable
peak of data traffic

Predicting the unpredictable
Vodafone needed to prototype a tool for a self-optimising
internet based network, to inspire complete confidence for users
which would actively manage unpredictable demand of data
during peak periods, like Black Friday or the Rugby World Cup.
We worked closely with the tech team to determine the best
possible outcomes. Iterative wireframing helped us to shape
the UX and UI of the application, refining complex data sets into
intelligent, usable design.
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A smarter collaboration
We mapped and analysed an intricate web of data-driven insight
and automation, making the complex as straightforward as
possible here was key. With the integrated notifications from the
AI tool at the core, we designed a robust yet elegant dashboard
solution. Working in real time, it identified, managed and reacted to
fluctuating data demand, maintaining the tool constantly up to date.

Confidence embedded
Our response enabled users to be confident in the system
capabilities at a glance. A neutral and light colour palette provided
a high contrast for the traffic light red, amber, green emergency
notification system, creating a distraction free user interface.

Eir | Mobile App
UI Design

Comfortable
switching between
Family and Business
account

Multi profiles manager
Ireland’s biggest telecoms company needed an app to unify and
improve the users experience for customers with both family
and business plans. Working collaboratively with the client, we
directed the workflow and the design consideration, providing a
solution with a clear path for the account holder to effortlessly
switch and manage two different profiles.

A merged antithetical solution
To help users to feel more in control managing their profiles,
we adopted a twin user interface design for both Family and
Business account. This made it easy to find the several features,
displayed always in the same position between the two interfaces,
highlighting the benefits for the customer’s accounts to be housed
in one location.

Colour coded management
After many explorations and iterations, analysing every possible
combination of profiles, users and plans, we based our design
approach on the use of a coded colour system, to better identify
the multiple information streams, assigning to each family and
business member a distinctive colour.

Imperial Brands | Intranet Procurement
UI Design

A consumer-like
experience for the
business purchasing
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Inspired to improve
Imperial Brands were in need of an improved approach to their
Procurement UI, to keep users within the approved portal, which
was being compromised by the easier to use e-commerce
websites. Leading the change, we approached the creative from
a new direction, creating a look and feel inspired by the more
familiar e-commerce sites we were competing with.

A set of bespoke icons, and the light and neutral colour
palettes, worked well as contrast with the orange call to action
primary colour, creating a design that coexisted in harmony and
consistency with the existing brand.
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Stainless Light
Working with the existing colour scheme, we unified what had
previously been a fragmented visual experience. We started
strengthening the visual connection with the brand by creating the
identity for the procurement platform, with its own logo and name
built around identical colours and typeface used for the company
brand, generating instant familiarity and brand awareness.
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A task-based control
With the focus the user needs to quickly accomplish their tasks,
we transformed the dashboard into a robust, everyday working
tool. From here, users could access vital status updates at their
fingertips, along with delivery updates and notifications for new
assigned tasks, which could be easily completed without leaving
the dashboard.

Clean and clear checkout process
As per the purchase process the core of the e-commerce
experience, we focused first on designing and improving the
product listing side by side with the product description page.
With a detailed, clear and balanced flow of information, we aimed
to keep the user engaged throughout the whole process from
search to checkout. This resulted in an effortless, user-friendly,
task-based interface.
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